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Abstract—Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad field whose
prevalence in the health sector has increased during recent
years. Clinical data are the basic staple that feeds intelligent
healthcare applications, but due to its sensitive character, its
sharing and usage by third parties require compliance with both
confidentiality agreements and security measures. Data
Anonymization emerges as a solution to both increasing the data
privacy and reducing the risk against unintentional disclosure
of sensitive information through data modifications. Despite the
anonymization improves privacy, the diverse modifications also
harm the data functional suitability. These data modifications
can affect to the applications that employ the anonymized data,
especially those that are data-centric as the AI tools. To obtain
a trade-off between both qualities (privacy and functional
suitability), we use the Test-Driven Anonymization (TDA)
approach, which anonymizes incrementally the data to train the
AI tools and validate with the real data until maximize its
quality. The approach is evaluated in a real-world dataset from
the Spanish Institute for the Study of the Biology of Human
Reproduction (INEBIR). The anonymized datasets are used to
train AI tools and select the dataset that gets the best trade-off
between privacy and functional quality requirements. The
results show that TDA can be successfully applied to anonymize
the clinical data of the INEBIR, allowing third parties to
transfer without transgressing the user privacy and develop
useful AI Tools with the anonymized data.
Keywords—Anonymization, Software Testing,
intelligence, Health-Care Data, k-Anonymity
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the data transferring/publishing from the data
owners to third parties is a common collaborative practice in
the software development process. These data may have
sensitive information that transgresses the privacy laws of the
body to which they belong. There are several techniques that
allow the private transfer/publication of sensitive data [1],
among which arise the anonymization. The anonymization
techniques suppress/replace the data with the objective of
increasing the privacy reducing the data heterogeneity. To
measure how much anonymized a dataset is, there are a
number of techniques like K-Anonymity [2] ensuring that
each individual is un-distinguished from other K-1
individuals. The alterations introduced into the data by the
anonymization harm the data quality, largely affecting the
data-centric developments like artificial intelligence tools.
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Some authors have studied the effects of the anonymization
into the data, concluding that anonymized data may be used in
AI developments [3]. Other lines of research have focused on
optimizing the anonymized data quality but, they only concern
about utility or privacy, not for both [4], [5].
In this paper, we evaluate our previous approach TestDriven Anonymization (TDA) [6] into a real-world health
dataset from the Spanish Institute for the Study of the Biology
of Human Reproduction (INEBIR). TDA aims to anonymize
the data incrementally by testing each of these anonymization
efforts to obtain the dataset that achieves a tradeoff between
the functional (functional suitability) and non-functional
(privacy) quality. The contributions of this paper are: (1) An
evaluation of TDA in a real-life scenario related to health data,
(2) An anonymized health dataset that achieves a tradeoff
between both privacy requirements and functional suitability
that can be used to train AI tools. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows: the approach is evaluated with the
real-world dataset into Section II and the conclusions are
presented in Section III.
II. EVALUATION
The INEBIR dataset used to evaluate the TDA has
information about patient treatments, age, identification
number, levels of hormones as the Estradiol, and the
pregnancy result, among others. This dataset is used in an ERP
application, but its potential is reduced, due to the sensible
data that don’t allow transfer them without any privacy
protection to third parties. TDA emerges as a feasible solution
to incrementally obtain an anonymized dataset that reaches a
trade-off between the data utility and privacy, checking
against the original if the data are still useful for production.
In this section, we evaluate TDA to select the anonymized
dataset that ensured that the AI models predict as close as the
original if the patient is going to need medication: Meriestra
in terms of their previous treatments and hormones levels. In
the first place, an analysis of the data identifies sensible fields
that may harm patient privacy, for then apply our TDA
approach. We suppress the fields that may identify a patient:
name, contact information, surnames and address. Secondly,
we identify the fields that each one cannot identify a patient,
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but an aggregation of them can (pseudo-identifiers): Estradiol
level and Age. TDA applies the anonymization method called
generalization over the Age and Estradiol pseudo-identifiers,
producing several anonymized datasets with different Kanonymity levels (privacy). TDA analyzes the anonymized
datasets obtaining functional and non-functional qualities.
The non-functional quality (QNF) is measured through the KAnonymity levels. The functional quality (QF) measures the
functional suitability of the AI models developed (in this case
based on a Bagging algorithm), with the Precision, Accuracy,
R-Squared, among others. With each AI model developed
with the anonymized data, we want to classify the patients into
“require” or “not require” the medication. The functional
quality (QF) of each anonymization is obtained validating the
AI model's performance with the Precision metric using the
original data. The Quality (Q) of the dataset is obtained with
the sum of the QF and QNF weighted with the user
requirements (α).
The trend of Quality is depicted in Fig. 1.a (green color)
as the weighted sum of QF (blue color) and QNF (red color).
The maximum quality is obtained by the fifth anonymization
effort (16-anonymity). The Bagging models trained with the
first fifth anonymization efforts ({4, 10, 16}-anonymity) have
similar behavior as Fig. 1 b, c, d, and e depicts. However, the
AI model starts to not predict well from the sixth
anonymization effort onwards, similar as depicted in Fig. 1.f
(28-anonymity). Despite both QF and QNF are important, in
our case study about health the QNF is a little bit more
important than the QF. The best trade-off is obtained in the 5
effort, that has a privacy level of 16-Anonymity. It implies that
against a data disclosure, the privacy of the users remains
protected because the individual's data are indistinguishable
from others.
III. CONCLUSIONS

parties could develop AI tools with it, since (1) the data are
roughly as useful as the original and (2) they complies with a
high level of privacy (each patient cannot be distinguished
from other 15 individuals). We also have validated the TDA
approach with other Artificial intelligence algorithms,
achieving similar results as shown with the Bagging
algorithm. As conclusion, TDA may enabled the safe data
transference between the INEBIR and the thirds parties, while
the developments incurred with this data remain useful.
As future work, we pursue to apply TDA into more real-world
health-care datasets or open the scope to more fields.
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The results show that the INEBIR center may release the
anonymized dataset obtained with the TDA, so that third
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